
To Screw the Poor (after JANUS)  

 

It may be that people do not know, speak from there. Screw the poor.  

And perfect comedy an iridescent chaos, key, pitch. The slime touched with 

Holy mystery translated dollars during curfew how the blind see stock prices implanted  

A micro-eye with quarters plus polite miscomprehension download requests. 

Economic, class, and ethical specks loved in delightful opacity –  

Multi-spatial dust blown out by cosmic wind…   

Drinks and dancing, private-public barbecue, late night trophies,  

Incendiary peaches, burns, aches. The emancipation of dereferentialization.  

A fundamentally poor society ridiculously outmoded and obsolete  

Might take offense at its sheer ubiquity made up of soft, spoiled, gullible criminals.  

Primarily among young people. Particularly among boomers, catalyst on top of everything local,  

The politics of luxury seems tepid. The poor being lazy, shiftless do-nothings. 

Absolute smears across the surface of an antiquated fantasy: 

This is the moment the capitalists most enjoy. After a long period of motionlessness,   

Everybody gets it except intelligence agencies. Delivery was scheduled  

Between 10am to 12pm today. It has not arrived. Scientists drift on stage 

Chatting amiably. The very water seethes; cooked in cream our eyelids part 

To receive the moon upside down, in a definite gap, a drop in the air. 

A chance appearance of exhausted refugees  

In the formation of memories. When a scaffold plank  

Slipped out of place. Worshippers close their eyes. Disarmed prophets  

Buy Starbucks. Nix the medium of variations, feel more comfortable in the arena,  

Assure underlings that they will blend in much better at the helm 

Of personal enrichment. People disappear into the past and future, gods and goddesses of hysteria.  

It’s a problem. The organic fitting of functions in  

The whole movement of poetry as perception, thought, 

And communication. In recollecting that everyone is dead.  

Underfoot on every roadway in the nation. I tiptoe toward 

The spot where I think it will come from. 

Slowly erasing the image, an imperceptible breeze wafts 

The scent of privet hedges blooming on distant estates. Free speech  

Serves many ends. To screw the poor, I’ll take care  

Of the cooking. I’ll take care of the salads.  



The Greek Tragedy enters  

 

Put some more brown jiz on the fire and check your meez  

Before the sous comes back there and fucks you in the culo! Please  

Reduce some additional demi-glace, brother, and reexamine  

Your mise en place, because the sous-chef is concerned about your state  

Of readiness. In other words, the whole fucking immigrant   

Is destroyed by making me explain in every line what things mean.  

Atonality and legs vibrating on the table straight and true uniting 

Bodies themselves to be killed in deep foliage, the billionaire  

Builds solidarity in the virtual abstraction of sociality. The future  

Is concerned because it doesn’t have a deodorant or a future.  

Much of what has been written concerning the reluctance of our  

Refractory constituents to bind together is true equally when  

The problem of choice presents itself. And now I must break for 

Lunch. The geographic distance between parties, i.e. requests  

For service, goods, or information (bilaterally) favors neoclassical 

Economists as contracts accumulate. One’s attitude towards 

Oneself carries no power among and between men. I don’t have  

Any thoughts about my writing more than that it provides a 

Hollow in my cheek for a very radical content my tongue can 

Poke around in. Just thinking about this piece of writing is 

Enough to make me want to vomit. European allies, dressed  

As an elderly man with a pearl-gray moustache and a white fedora,  

And an elderly lady in a dark blue dress, come into the restaurant  

And sit down at the table next to ours. They are not speaking.  

This is why I love them. Sometimes we eat our thoughts, rather  

Than the food; we’re so busy thinking. I am their guardian angel.  

If I were not here, people would trample them. With me around,  

Greek tragedy has nothing to fear. It’s summertime, everyone  

Will be back next month. July is the fireworks season. Without them  

I would truly be alone. Any nominee for Supreme Court Justice  

Focused on protecting corporate special interests and the powerful  

And wealthy few, every event Janus-faced, immemorial,  

Without history. Fishing for lulz among the stodgy. 



The Marginal isn’t Marginal  

 

Don’t rush to speak right away. Out of nowhere because it yanks  

The extreme right’s brutality out of the immigrant ghetto and makes neo-Nazi  

Crimes a matter of concern for all American citizens. America itself—its security  

And justice branches, and its vaunted processing of the past—is on trial. 

If you have copyrights and need to delete the above, please comment.  

“Escape” is the key word. One doesn’t hope to necessarily feminize American 

Brutality, but to displace the awful elevation of mere opinion with 

Speaking and acting according to the way that we think. Private college 

Campuses? Guilty of a low form of thought they have disappeared within 

The natural disorder of the world. I tiptoe into the void. I hear loud voices,  

Loud weeping, then softer voices, softer weeping, until it’s over.  

I am a small, soft body given over to the earth, constant in my material. 

The garbage that fills my landfill, aware of my ambitions. Suddenly 

Descending, about a mile off. To feminize brutality. Frustrate 

The intentions, to don’t answer silly questions. Imagination and poor taste,  

Fluid and subtle as sherbety Ashberian pastiche, gluttonous  

Graspers stinking of mushroom and mold. Infected by political position, 

Born not made, a real boy. Marginal born, marginal made. A compromised 

Immune system with everything to keep one happy filled. Do you  

Mind if I work while you read? Offer to buy me out?  

That’s not how memory works. The First Amendment is kind of a miraculous  

Thing to have happen. The notion that dripping paint, inappropriate evaluative criteria, from 

The brush. Because it is so removed from reality. I can’t get into this  

Right now. Spending the entire day. How to 

An entire day, penetrating within the human body the entire day,  

Short term memory. Frost in its class, in artificial intelligence 

Skin tone dragged now-time in historical bondage, every division  

Enlightenment’s open sky, conceptualized by capitalism. 

Because it yanks the marginal about this piece of writing. Everything 

Forgotten, united in its undifferentiation. Digital Neoplatonists  

Overwhelmed by oneness. The market body that is aware and free, 

Cohesive and erotic, that has no time. 



When you’re Still Sleeping 

 

Enable a minuscule bubble of space itself to burst  

Into being from nothing, with the impetus to then inflate  

To astronomical scales. Atoms are not knots  

In an invisible aether, complicated mathematical gymnastics  

Are needed to remove infinities toward a horizontal transcendence,  

Rather than a vertical individualist transcendence. When 

You’re still sleeping, the mind responds to your expectations,  

And to the script you bring to it, but art does not reflect  

Your beliefs back to you, nor allow us to penetrate this Platonic  

World. But I can’t get rid of the doubt that it is the world’s  

Most powerful placebo. Wonder how the fuck I could make it out  

Of those woods. Sorry I’m so slow on this end, but I’ve read 

Other translations. The unfitness of the poem suits me 

Quite well. (He behaves in a way which makes people believe  

In opinions.) A whole series of laws are being set in place 

To control and to contain the incessant influx of immigrants.  

I remain contemptuous of creamed herring. Speaking of divine 

Nothingness, a twenty-minute intermission was just  

Announced. The pattern of abuse promulgated a transparency  

That leaves so much out the web moves in its sleep 

To twitter their handle accused of pimping their power 

To the finance chairmen destroyed in its proximity. Children 

Sleep, when they can, without their parents. Interstellar 

Dumplings, fragments of light clip what one watches.   

Data sanctuaries may have thought about religion or about  

Politics, but it doesn’t seem the closest reader can say  

Definitively. The souls of their feet fill the entire universe; 

Something the mouth cannot express, nor the ear hear. 

Their irregular durations, e.g., lives, prevent one’s memory  

From registering convergence and de-convergence;  

The story at the checkout counter is too long. A password 

To the world that is coming. 



Open Letter to Hannah 

 

No freedom for me. A cretin’s 

Labyrinth in the work of departed prophets, what if the artifice  

Cascading through all vessels of common and private good creates  

A calm within damage so extensive that we no longer know it  

To be anything other than a part from ourselves? So that, being innately 

Suspicious, moral unpleasantness doesn’t faze us. The Elysian Fields 

Haven’t kept their promise, they are the déclassé purgatory  

Where Blanche Dubois lives with Stanley and Stella Kowalski, 

Elysian slobber upon her folded handkerchief. In time 

You become inured. Republicans have fled D.C. ‘owing to circumstances’. 

They’ll come back when order has been restored. One more thing: 

They have only to touch something for it to crumble into dust. 

‘Give up the ghost’ and ‘breathe a last sigh’. The world is dying of 

Consumption; it begins to seem natural that things disappear. 

I passed the rambling Kellyanne Conway outside a Jersey shore surf shop,   

It hardly matters. I felt no need to speak to her. No one will lay  

A finger on my children. All I could see before me was an old lady 

Gazing at me tenderly. Hannah, you’ve come to the end of your journey,  

There’s no turning back. No friend, relative, or neighbor—people who must  

Have known what was happening—tipped off the authorities. 

Tonight, you need to go to bed early. Behind me, the vast pile of 

Suitcases filled with hopes and unrealized dreams. Pointing to them, 

The judge asks me, ‘What have you done with the children?’  

I have become Conway. I’m a proud NRA sell-out. Basic orientation  

= able liars take money off less able liars. Minutes away, incomprehensible 

Comfort, hives taxed downstrata. You can mow right over them. 

Hannah, have you forgot the structure in my silence? As you saw, “we are  

All same mind go crawling together.” I lost my poem, and  

Don’t smoke. I don’t hang myself upside down, really. I might hang  

Upside down. You, on the other hand, enliven everything.  

The faces I have loved flash past, as they do every night. All of us are 

Ready to die for our beliefs. People die for their beliefs. 


